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We hope everyone had a nice long weekend. Although it may be hard to believe, today marks our 4th week
back to school and the last week of September. We have all spent the past few weeks getting to know the new
schedule, finding our classrooms, learning how to use FlexTime Manager, etc. By this point the hope is that
students are arriving to class on time with all of their class materials. Starting next week, the expectation will
be that everyone gets to class on time. This means that you will not be able to stop at your locker between
every single class. Instead, you will have to identify a few times during the day when it makes sense to go to
your locker. I know that your teachers have already been making suggestions as to when you should visit your
locker. If you need additional guidance or support, please reach out to your school counselor because starting
on Monday, students who are not on time to class will be marked late and will receive detention as outlined in
the district’s attendance policy.

FLEX Block Reminders:
● Each morning, students should log onto FlexTime Manager to see if you have been assigned to a
location or if there are choices available to you. If you are not assigned, you must choose where you
want to go for both halves of FLEX.
● Right before FLEX starts, students should go back onto FlexTime Manager to see if you are still going
to where you chose or if a teacher has assigned you somewhere else. If you have not signed up, you
MUST report to the main office.

Tomorrow is our Club Fair!
Have you checked out Clue #2 for this year’s musical? Don’t forget- there will be a cast-only interest meeting
on October 12th at 3:15. See Ms. Treacy in M102 with any questions!

